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As we boom to the world of connections, it turns out a serious addition to what they called “Social Media”. The very much affected users are the students. Which resulted to dropping off their academic performances. Schools use social media in classroom situation to facilitate learning. WIFI, access becomes available to all. This availability can be a bit scary and may lead to irresponsible usage of the social media.

In some ways, individuals tend to click as early as it is to search for viral things which often times had nothing to do with present situations. The presence of smartphones, tablets and other gadgets that students can easily in school became distracted things. The link of getting into “Mobile Data” connections has enabled everyone to connect to multi-media sources as long as you have a load. Thus, it even affects the sleep among students resulted a poor performance while inside the classroom. It is proven causes the negligence of some important tasks in school.

Though social media has been contested addition to classroom instruction still proper guidance is necessary for a valuable usage.
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